
You will initially login to the dashboard and either select your current lesson from the thumbnails, or select your current
season from the “View All” button

The curriculum can used in a variety of ways that best fit your program; the ways we suggest are just good practices we
have seen.

Master Workbooks: These master copies include each page from the entire semester. These can be downloaded or printed
at the beginning of the semester for personal use.

Scope & Sequence: This is an extra tool to help you map out your semester by providing information on the recommended
order of teaching, while also giving coaches the freedom to search for the most relevant topics for their athletes. 

Additional Resources: 3-5 extra resources related to the character trait of the week. These are intended for the personal
development of the coach and are not associated directly with 2Words. These are additional resources to build your
kknowledge and background surrounding character. 

The initial page (cover page) will consist of a sneak peek of that weeks quotes.

Content Overview: The content overview will walk you through a brief smart of the video and weekly goals coaches and
players should aim for that week.

Coaches Page: The coaches page consists of daily quotes and three things to look for that will reinforce the character trait
of that week.

Captains Page: The captains page connects the dots between character and leadership.

AAthletes Page: The athletes page connects character back to their personal goals and dreams and includes
questions/exercises to work through during that week. This page can be printed, projected, uploaded to a LMS, or used in a
number of ways.

Family Page: The family page is available in English and Spanish (SP). It includes 5 additional questions to bring the
conversation home. If parent and family involvement is low in your school, you can use this page as a team and replace the
“familial terms” with athletics team/family. 
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